Year 3 Topic work

Week 8

GEOGRAPHY – UK/ Seas and rivers. Map work
Look at the Power point UK Rivers and Seas and complete the activity using your atlas or Google maps.
•
•
•

I can name and locate the seas surrounding the UK.
I can name and locate some rivers in the UK.
I can follow a river on a map to find where it starts and ends.

1.

2.

Geography/Arts/DT
Creative Activity linked to Geography
George Seurat paintings. Pointillism (See Power point)
Create a picture of the seaside or the riverside. You don’t have to use paint. Felt tips works too.
If you are using paint, what objects can you use to make a dot?
Do you have a picture of yourself at the seaside? Can you recreate it in a style of pointillism?
Top tip:
- Use a pencil to make a very light sketch of your picture.
- Make your dots very close together, sometimes overlapping and mixing colours.
- Use different shades of the same colour to create more realistic effect.
- Step away to have a better overall look of your picture.

SCIENCE – How light travels Reflection

Have a good look at the pictures and choose
which is the odd one out and why. The ‘why’ is
key – justify your reasoning.
The pictures or objects are chosen so that there
are no right or wrong answers.
•

Can you find a reason for each of the objects to
be an Odd One Out?

1. Watch videos to gather information. You can take notes using bullet points.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbssgk7/articles/zqdxb82
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zyntsbk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbssgk7/articles/zp7f8mn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zs3ygk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/ztcg9j6

2. http://ve34.lgfl.org.uk/ 3F Light and shadow > Extension task (Materials)

3.

Materials to test such as CDs, tin foil, paper, different fabrics, bubble wrap, cardboard, plastic etc.
Put the materials in order from the most reflective to the least

RE

Human impact to the world
Reduce - Reuse - Recycle

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/47555997
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/44004081

Fill in the table with your ideas.

Create a poster

DT – Textiles.
Product research
I can investigate and evaluate different features such as colour, shape, child appeal, decoration and function.

Make your own juggling ball

https://mykidcraft.com/juggling-balls/

Try different fillings: cotton wool, sand, beans, scrunched up paper. What works well?

Learn to juggle
Have fun!

instructions

